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Biden Defends Senate Authority
Balance of Power Allows Congress to Rej ect Presidential Nominees
By Anthony Balon
Senator Joseph Biden (D .• Del), chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
spoke to a near capacity crowd last Thursd~y In Room 100 of Hutchins Hall. Biden·s
address. entitled "Amice and Consent: The
Senate's Role In the Judicial Selection
Process,· was sponsored by the Law School
Student Senate.
Biden began the substantive ponion of
his remarks by distinguishing between the
selection processes for justices of the
Supreme Court and judges of lower courts.
He claimed that the political preferences of
lower court judges normally make little
impact because they are bound to follow
precedents established by the Supreme
Court. Therefore. Biden said, the Senate
only has the obligation to verify that lower
court nominees are "bright and committed
to the law.· The one exception to this rule
of deference, according to Blden. Is when a
nominee Is ·so far out of the mainstream."
"But the United States Supreme Court
Is a very different story.· Blden continued.
"The Senate must have a considerably
broader perspective [in confirming a Supreme Court nominee).· he said.
According to B!den, his view of the
Senate's role I!" ;:;upported by the Intent of
the framers of the Constitution, the lessons of history since 1787, and the opinIons of legal scholars. "The framers In-

tended the Senate to be a check on the
Presldent...At first. the President was not
even part of the appointment power to the
Supreme Court. The Senate. alone, was to
appoint the justices,· Blden said.
"'Ach.1ce' Is in [the Constitution) for a
reason ...The Founders never intended that
the President should have the Supreme
Court as his sole province. The only th1ng
that they Intended was that. ultimately.
the President would name the justice.·
Biden said. He added that the right to
name that Individual did not guarantee
Senate approval of the president's first.
second. or even tenth-named candidate.
Historically. the Senate has taken into
account the political or constitutional views
of Supreme Court nominees. "More Supreme Court nominees have been rejected
[by the Senate or withdrawn by the President under pressure) than any other e..xecutive-level appointments." Blden said,
noting that the number has reached 28.
Olden said the flrst nominee to be
rejected- John Rutledge. an original framer
whose name was submitted by Washington - was rejected on exclusively political
grounds. He also said the framers' Intent
allowed for that type of rejection by the
Senate. but cautioned that the "Senate·s
undisputed right can be abused Ifnot used
prudently."
After revealing the example of Rut-

ledge. the Senator cited authority for the body that Judge Bork said should be the
proposition that ·when the President [Institution that makes social policy). the
nominates based on the political views of United States Congress. •
Blden also pointed out that Bork was
the candidate, the Senate has the right and
[sometimes) the responsibility to reject.· nominated at a Ume when a partJcular apSee BIDEN, Page FIVE
Biden said this was the view of Charles
Black (on the "left")
ofYale. Phtllip Cur- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ran (on the 'right")
of Chicago. and
Chief
Justice
Rehnquist before he
ascended to the
bench.
According to 1
Blden.
Reagan
nominated Judge I
Bork because the
latter's political
views meshed nicely
with his own goals.
"The President said
repeatedly before
nominating Bork:
We need Professor
Bork because he will
vote to overturn this
Jaw or that law',"
Blden noted. "Reagan was motivated I
by the failure to have
his social agenda Delaware Senator Joseph Blden addresses the Law School last
passed by the very Thursday in Room 100.
Photo by Felice Uang

1ngs Continuity to Michigan Faculty
1 9QO
By Clinton Elliott
The jpllq..vmg tntervlew is th~ first installment of an eight -part RG Fatuity Series
called "Old Cases and New Faces· and Is
designed to re-introduce members of the
community to the impressive range. depth.
and imagination ofthe Law School faculty.
After nearly a quarter of a century of
teaching at the Law School and rendering
top-level public service in the nation's
capital. Professor Thomas E. Kauper h:ls
acquired wide-ranging perspectives that
span the distance from Michigan's .Ivycovered Gothic spires to the oversight and
enforcement of American competitive polIcy at the Antitrust Olv1slon of the U.S.
J ustice Department.
What distinguishes him Is not simply
the fact that in a communltyofhlgh achievers his professional career began at the
Supreme Court as a law clerk to Associate
Justice Potter Stewart Immediately after
graduating from Michigan In 1960. Nor ls

It the fact that while at the Justice Department he was able to file the legal action
responsible for the dismantling and subsequent reorganization ofAmerican Telephone
& Telegraph (AT&1).
It's not because he graduated from
Ann Arbor High School, manied his high
school sweetheart, Shirley. attended Mlchiban as an undergraduate. or has two daughters who graduated from the law school.
Nor is It the UtUe-known fact that the first
ten years of his tenure at the Law School,
1964-74, coincided with the last ten years
of the tenure of his father. Michigan Law
Professor Paul G. Kauper (1936 to 1974).
He now holds the Faculty Chair once held
by his father.
What ls most compelling about Kauper. the Henry M. Butzel Professor of Law.
Is the way he Integrates his experiences
and communicates a voluminous range of
Ideas, concepts, and techniques to his
students. H1s patient yet restlessly prob-

lng manner and reputation for effective
teaching have made his course offerings
perennial favorites among s tudents.
HJghly regarded as tough but faJr.
Kauper's style, whether in antitrust or
property Jaw. is a combination of deliberate
and rigorous analysis with keen Insight,
careful discussion, and fr equent flashes of
wit. During a recent Interview. he responded to a series of questions about his
accomplishments. the Law School. legal
education. and the evolution of antitrust
law.
"'The study oflaw used to have a s trong
emphasis on education directed towards
professional acUvity." sa1d Kauper. "Faculty research was the sort of analytic work
tradJtionally seen In law reviews. Today.
there are more graduate-school types of
offerings where the focus has something to
do with the law, but not necessarily the
skills used In law.·
Although he declined to make a value

assessment of this trend. he noted that law
curricula in the 1980s and 1990s have become more interdisciplinary. with ~:udents
getting more choice and research becoming more divers ified. In partJcular. he
emphasized the growtng contribution of
empirical studies to more tradl tional forms
oflegal analysis. Moreover, while acknowledging the ability of some scholars to hold
interdisciplinary appointments in law and
other un.lverslty faculties. he s tressed the
difficulty of finding professors with outstanding scholarship in two fields.
Addressing the administration of the
Law School. Kauper lndlcated that over the
years. the pace of evolutionary change has
had a glacial dJmenslon. but insisted that
individual deans had been able to s tamp
the imprimatur of their person;\! administrative style and institutional priorities on
the school. ·An effective dean can shape
the way the faculty thinks about Itself and
See KAUPER, page FOUR
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Wake Up!
The law school student body seems to be
going through a period of tremendous apathy.
Like many other student organizations, we at
the R .G. are having a hard time finding people
to do the things that need to be done.
Most people take for granted that the law
school has a student newspaper. Yet the R.G.
doesn't just appear. We need people to report,
photograph, edit, and layout the paper. And we
need people to sell the ads t hat pay to keep t he
paper in business.
Similarly, we all just assume that there will
be a law school yearbook. Yet the future of the
QuADRANGLE ls threatened because not enough
students participate.
Student publications are not the only victims of student apathy. Other student organizations report having similar trouble finding
the people needed to keep things going.
Law and Economics types will be quick to
point out that t hese are classic manifestations
of the "free rider" problem. It is always easier
t o let others do things that benefit the group.
U so, this is a problem better suited to the
University of Chicago's Law School, t han
Michigan's. Posnerlan analysis may rightly
conclude t hat group-benefiting projects must
inevitably falter, but the attitude at Michigan
has always been "Just do it."
Last term we all had excuses for not participating in the activities of the law school community. Two-thirds of the students were possessed wit h their job searches past the point of
reason. The remaining third was scared to
death of the new world they had just entered.
But we don't have those excuses now.
Law school is not supposed to be about
classes, studying, and looking for summer
employment. We are ln the process of becoming new people, and It Is important that we not
Umit our new identities to what we find in the
law library. We are at Michigan to become
lawyers, not law-nerds.
So get involved (or re-lnvolved) ln something. Whether it Is a foundation group, a
student publication, LSSS, or something else •
it needs your support.

J.S.J.

'---------------------..J

No Humor in Sexual Harassment
By Ellen L. Marks

Those who watch the television show "Night Court" are
familiar with the character of Dan Fielding, assistant
prosecutor and sexist pig. Much of the show's humor
derives from Fielding's sexual innuendos. leers. and insults, which are addressed to all women In the courtroom,
including defendants and the defense attorney. This behavior is laughed at. disapproved of- and tolerated. It Is
sexual harassment in its prototypical form.
We too often are willing to tolerate sexual harassment
even in its most blatant forms. Despite the message of
shows such as "Night Court.· sexual harassment Is never
funny. It offends and degrades the women who are
generally {although not always) Its victims. (Men can. of
course. also be victims ofsexual harassment. Women are,
however, more often its victims, and for the sake of
simplicity. this opinion will address the problem from a
woman's perspective.)
Sexual harassment is pexvaslve in the law. More than
60% of women attorneys have experienced some form of
sexual harassment on the job. according to a suxvey by the
National Law JournaL These women reported unwanted
- the key word - sexual teasing, jokes, remarks, questions, pressure for dates, letters. phone calls, sexual looks
or gestures, touching. leaning over, cornering. pinching,
pressure for sex. and actual or attempted rape or assault.
They were sexually harassed by superiors. colleagues.
and clients.
Last Wednesday night, WLSA sponsored a workshop
on dealing with sexual harassment in the workplace and
university. The information presented at that meeting
indicates that sexual harassment Is as prevalent within
this law school and in summer associate programs as it is
in the profession at large. The meeting was attended
entirely by women. most of whom shared stories of their
own sexual harassment.
Many of us in the law school will be. or have been .
victims ofsexual harassment. Many of us will be obsexvers
or enablers. Some members of this law school will be. and
already are. sexual harassers.
Sometimes, sexual harassers often intend to degrade,
manipulate, or silence l~elr victims. They use words and
gestures to create a hostile environment that current
grievance procedures s tlll address Inadequately. Women
have no easy way to deal with these men.
Often, though. the sexual harasser does not Intend to
harm his victim, and may be unaware that his behavior Is
seen as harassment. For example, a friend of mine {male)
Insists that It Is appropriate for a man to continue to ask
a woman for dates after he has been explicitly rejected. He

says that to do so Is merely to be "persistent." From the
woman's perspective, however, such "persistence" is likely
to be awkward and disturbing - in effect. creating the
hostile environment of sexual harassment.
Another example: A woman is walking alone on the
street when two men drive by, slow down, gawk, and
whistle. They may think that they are paying her a
compliment. The woman. however. may perceive that she
has been treated as an object. a treatment that carries an
implied threat. a potential denial of rights as an individual.
When this type of behavior occurs in a professional
setting. the ramifications become much more severe.
Often law firms and universities that do not know how to
deal with the problem choose to punish the victim. If the
woman complains formally or Informally, they may tr<>ale
It as a reflection on her capabilities. "She's not a team
player.· they may say. Or she Is "too sensitive.·
If the woman confronts a supervisor who has sexually
harassed her. without registering a complaint. she may
jeopardize her job more directly. The only two concrete
suggestions offered In the workshop were to document
every incident. and to confront a harasser by letter rather
than in person (saving a carbon copy. ofcourse). Although
the law technically protects women from sexual harassment, the mechanism is sufficiently cumbersome, and the
repercussions so severe, that invoking it may not be in the
victim's best Interest.
Only one solution will stop sexual harassment from
being the victim's problem: recognizing it for what It is.
Every member of this law school must understand that
sexual harassment comes in much more subtle forms
than the stereotypical suggestion of sex for promotion.
Men who discuss their sexual exploits or tell vulgar jokes
in the presence of women are often sexual harassers.
Contrary to popular opinion, many women who wish to be
treated as professional equals do not want to be treated as
"one of the boys."
This Is not to say that women wish to be treated as
delicate or fragile. Paternalism can be as degrading as
harassment. Women do not need to protected from the
harsh realities of a hostile world ; we do, however, expect
our colleagues and coworkers not to subject us to discussions of women as objects. It is really a very s imple
request.
We can all expect to experience, witness, or cause
sexual harassment in our careers. The law Is not shielded
from this. We must all- men and women- recognize it
as the ins ult that It Is, and we must stop justifying It,
excusing lt. condoning It, tolerating It, and laughing at it.
The solution to sexual harassment Is as simple-and as
difficult - as that.

TAKE THEIR WORD FOR IT!

*
*
*
*
*
*

'Very comprehensive in coverage while emphasizing important and
commonly tested points. If you miss a class in one location, it can

always be made up aca more convenient time or place, agreat ad van~
tage."
Minns, Wayne

"I feel much more comfortable approaching the exam because of this
course. "
Cemak, UM

"I could not imagine taking the exam without this course."
]ames, UW

"I found it very helpful and it explained areas of the law I didn't quite
grasp while in school, ... very helpful."
Worthy , DCL

"Course was very good ( I0 times better than PMBR). The course
location was convenient. I got my money's worth. "
Mc.\Jeil, UD

"/ learned a lot. The course pulled together a lot of

infarmt~tion."
Marshall, Wayne

(Summer 1989 Enrollees)

26111 Evergreen, Suite 302 • Southfield, MI 48076
(313) 354,7111 • 1 , (800) 245,EXAM
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Kauper Offers Insight
Contllnue d from page ONE
and how It relates to the community. • said Kauper. noting
that the dean's posltlon has few autocratlc attrtbutes.
After joining the faculty In 1964, he returned to
Washington In 1969. where he served as the Deputy
Assistant Attorney General in the Office of Legal Counsel
a t the Justlce Department unW 1971. In 1972, he was
appointed Assistant Attorney General In charge of the
Antltrust Division and held that post until 1976. It was
duting this time that he brought a successful antitrust
actlon against AT&T, the monolithic national phone
monopoly that had made American telephone service the
bes t In the world.
The AT&T case still brings an unmistakable animation to his eyes.
Clearly fascinated by the case and its continuing
commercial and competltlve repercussions, Kauper addresses the is sue first a t a matter of law a.'1d secondly as
a practical ma tter. While recognizing how these two
overlap, he is careful to establis h the one before the
other-a practlce undoubtedly rooted in habit but proba bly influenced by the deep emotional sentiment that was
aroused in this assault on one of the Icons of American
corporate culture. Indeed, he concedes that the action
unleashed a veritable maelstrom of shareholder opposition.
"AT&T remains controversial. Partly because it was
right and partly because of the settlement that was
reached,· said Kauper. The case, in antitrust terms, was
correct. Yet we were roundly criticized for attacking the
world's best telephone system. But divestiture was the
only way of opening up the long distance markets," he
added.
"There was a feeling [at the Justice Department) that
because of the [competitive) situation ofAT&Twe were not
seeing a high rate of Innovation being introduced into the
system. Competition helps promote technologlcallnnovation and the explosion In new technology that we have seen
since divestiture has been good,· said Kauper, who maintained that the alternative of continued regulatory supervision had reached diminishing returns as Institutional ri·
gidlties combined with regulatory Ineffectiveness to precipitate Innovation inhibition and related structural evils.
There can be no doubt that under the current Consent
Decree, AT&T has engaged in an unprecedented corporate
facellft as competitive complacency has been replaced by
a series of high-stakes gambles designed to transform the
company from a sleepy telephone giant Into an big player
in the rapidly-expanding global information market.
According to a recent issue of Fortune (6/19/89), Robert
Allen. CEO of AT&T, is attempting to revitalize management and restructure operating groups to promote responsiveness to customers and marketing efficiency.
"AT&T, prior to the filing and settlement, was operating under a previously imposed 1956 Consent Decree that
confined the company to the telecommunications Industry. With the new settlement. that.decree was Ufted and
AT&T has ventured into computers and Information technology," said Kauper, who noted that there have been numerous disadvantages to the settlement.
-rbere has been a degree of confusion as to who Is responsible for various operations such as telephone maintenance, repair and upkeep. Consumers don't necessarily like to make choices for long distance and aren't a t all
enamored with a fully competitive process," said Kauper.
"However, our communications system has not suffered,
In fact it has developed at an extraordinarily rapid pace.·
Las t year, AT&Twrote off nearly $7 billion In outdated
transmission facilities. producing a $1.67 billion annual
loss-the first in the giant corporation's history. This
move was made In anticipation of modernizing the longdistance system with optical fibers and related technological advances. In addition, the company has acquired a
data communications equipment manufacturer and has
redefined it aggressive computer policy a~ay from head-

to-head competition with IBM in mainframes towards
marketing computer networks for large customers.
Parent of Bell Laboratories and patron of a tradition of
American innovation, AT&T is shedding its uniquely
domestic image and aiming for international markets.
Today, competition In information technology has sparked
a revolution in communications that lies at the heart of the
globalization of fmance and other economic activities.
Because1990 is the centennial ofantitrust's Sherman
Act and numerous celebrations and symposia are planned
to commemorate the annlversoq, Kauper di!'cussed the
evolution of federal antitrust enforcement and Indicated
that while the relatively lax merger enforcement policy of
the Reagan administration may have drawn attention as
a "departure" from the policies of predeces sor administrations. it was, in reality, a natural outcome of the evolution
of enforcement sentiment since the late 1960s.
"The 'Revolution' in antitrust has really been a longterm revolution beginning with Cont inental 7V back In
1977. This evolution reflects a clear movement in the
direction of a consensus that the guidelines of the 1960s
were too restrictive," said Kauper. "The Supreme Court
has not changed any s ignificant antitrust law without
consensus in the other direction. "[The Reagan admini·
s tration] was no small group with heretical views."
·one can argue that perhaps public enforcement in

'j\T&T remains controversial. Partly
because it was right and partly because of the settlement that was
reached. The case, in antitrust terms,
was correct."
Professor Thomas Kauper
the last eight or nine years has been a little too lax in terms
of competition. but the public policy issues have tended to
be less competitive issues than other issues such as
corporate debt and poison pills (an anti-takeover device).·
added Kauper.
In addition, he said that the so-called "Chicago
School" has exerted a considerable influence on antitrust
policy. He ciitlcized the over-reliance ofsome scholars and
policy makers on price theory, but praised the Chicago
School for questioning some of the old assumptions and
doctrines underlying enforcement policy. He does not anticipate a "swing in the pendulum" back to 1960s-style
guidelines and says that private litigation will probably
decline and that the Bush administration, based on some
early indications, will be more active with respect to
merger policy and other anticompetitive agreements among
competitors.
Perhaps more critical to American competitive policy
In the 1990s will be events such as the economic Integration of the European Community In 1992. During an
address last week concerning competition policy in the
European Community, Professor Kauper noted that the
Community's antitrust policies are predicated upon Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty of Rome, which roughly
parallel Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act.
While hesitating to speculate on the overall consequences of the tmpendlng Integration. he said that the
Community's antitrus t unit, headquartered In Brussels,
is alive with activity and Is In the process of trebling Its
space in anticipa tion of an explosion of enforcement
activity under new commercial conditions in a pan -European market.
"The real question Is 'where are we going with competition policy worldwide?,'" s aid Kauper. "Interdependence
requires coordination because corporate conduct has
effects In several places. If this development continues, we
may reach a point where It becomes a problem if enforce-

ment agencies from different countries adhere to different
philosophies. Stmilarly, as various countries pursue "in·
dustrial policies· or "strategic trade" advantages on a
sector-by-sector basis. Kauper suggested that the U.S.
may have to reassess whether a · completely" capitalist
system will work.
"'There are those who say antitrust Is not important
because cartels disintegrate under market forces. But
antitrust is vital because you need enforcement."
Returning to the Issue of Michigan, Kauper said that
he very much enjoys teaching at one of the fountainheads
of American jurisprudence. As a matter of background, he
noted that he was hired to teach property. even though he
had his eye on the antitrust position, which was occupied
when he arrived. He decided to get his foot In the door and
be patient.
"I enjoyed property as a student, but my teaching
interests were viewed as somewhat unusual. Generally,
people who have clerked at the Supreme Court want to
teach constitutional law or the federal courts. But I
wanted to teach antitrust and property." said Kauper,
whose interest in property is derived from a broader
interest In history and the common law.·
Although he may have been perceived as unusual at
the outset, he has since become one of the Law School's
symbols of continuity and academic excellence. In fact.
neither remarkable modesty nor admirable restraint can
disguise the fact that Kauper Is a contributor with an
impact. One Is as likely to see him sitting near the edge of
the court at Crysler Arena during a basketball game as
catching a glimpse of him enjoying the generously-proportioned acoustic~ of Hill Auditorium during a gala musical
opening.
As a member of the Board of Directors of the University
Music Society (UMS), Kauper has done his share to
promote the University's International cultural reputation
as well. Those who have had him for property and then
take him for antitrust will hear him say that he only gets
to integrate propertv and antitrust law in the area of
vertical restraints. !Ju t. then. this is a small matter and
the wise student should make no mistake about it··
Kauper is one professor who consistently delivers much
more than he promises.
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Casino night is coming and we need
you! If you can count the dots on a die or
recognize the face cards in a deck of cards.
we need ou to be a dealer at Casino Night.
If you are interested in volunteering one
hour of your time, pendaflex either Lynne
Wurzburg or Sue Luther.
Social Committee is looking for people
to help with decorations for Casino Night.
No artistic ability is needed but we do need
people who can spend an hour or two
helping us make decorations. If you can
help. please pendaflex either Lynne
Wurzburg or Sue Luther.
KominaUons are requested from the
student body for several awards given
annually at the Spring Honors Convocation. The JaneL. Mixer Memorial Awards
are made to the law students who have

made the greatest contribution to acllvites
designed to advance the cau se of social Justice. The Irving Stenn Jr. Award Is Intended for a student who has made outstanding contributions through extracurricular activities to the well-being and
strength of the Law School or University.
The National and Mich igan Associations
of Women Lawyers Awards are each given
to a law academic and community work
and potential for future contribution to
social society. The Michigan State Bar
Negligence Section Award is in recognition of a student's outstanding performance In the area of community involvement.
Students may make more than one
nomination and are encouraged to make
them soon. To make a nomination. please
submit a written statement describing the
activities and contributions of the

Student Board
Vandalized (Again)
By Steve Chalk
cause there were no visible signs of deA co-chairman of the Jewish Law Stu- struction.
dents Unlon has reoorted that onr> of the
"Last sorin~ It was more obviously
organization's posters was removed Jan. vandalism. because there were shred~ of
21 from a bulletin board In the basement of posters left !on the board)." Belt said. He
Legal Research.
noted that Union members had probably
Second year Erik Belt said he and the attached the poster to the display board
other co-chair of JLSU. third-year Sandy with both staples and tape.
Perl. noticed the Joss of the large poster as
Belt said the group has no current
they walked through the hallway. Belt said plans to pursue the matter. "I don't know
the display. which deplrted a farmhouse in If there's any other procedure we can go
a pastoral setting. bore the lnsrrlptlon. through.· he said.
"Peace unto this land.· He added that "It
Note: In a recent development. Belt
was a very non-political. hannless poster.· reported yesterday that a large posler de·
According to Belt, the JLSU board was picting the Israeli flag was also missing
defaced last year. and members subse- from the JLSU board, but that a few tom
quently consulted with one of the law school fragments remained. "I think thal adds a
deans. He said he Is uncertain about the IUtle proof that our board is being vandal·
nature of the more rerent incident. be- !zed systematically, • he said.

nomlnee(s). Since the nomin ating statement is frequently the Awards Committee's
only source of information, It should be
complete and contain all the information
about the nominee(s) which you wish to
have considered. Please submit your
nomJnation(s) to Dean Gordan's office 303
Hutchins Hall, by February 12. 1990.

S ign-ups will be taken for the Winter
Mens and Womens Racquetball. Squash.
and Table Tennis Tournaments today. Jan.
31 and tomorrow, Feb. 1 only. from lOa.m.
to 2 p.m. at the table in front of Room 100.
The tournament begins this weekend.
Plenty of good spaces ava1Jable. Brtngyour
own balls. Participation is free.

The Family Law Project is looking for a
new Administrator. several Case Supervisors. and students interested in telephone
screening of clients and case assignment.
Contact Nanette or Christine at 763-6591.

Congratulations to Thongs on Ice who
are off to a flying 2-0 start for the season!

The Quadrangle, the law school yearbook. desperately needs students to sell
advertisements to local businesses. If interested. contact Christine Drylie by pendaflex.

RobertS. Nolan of Harness. Dickel &
Pierce. will be speaking on "Cousnellng
Inventors and Authors in High-tech
Fields." on Thursday, February 2. 190.
Room 138, at 4:30p.m. The lecture Is
sponsored by the Intellectual Property
Students Association.

NLG, WLSA
Sponsor Lectures
Special to The Res Gestae
During February and ~arch. the
UniVersity ofMichtgan Chapter of the
National Lawyers' Guild, in conjunction with the University of Michigan
Womens Law Students' Association,
will sponsor a three- part speaker series
entitled "Pro-choice Movement: Challenges, Strategies. and Impact.· The
series will focus on perspectives of the
pro-choice movement and the recent
Impact of those views in state and
federal Congressional debates, and in
court decisions.
Speakers include Dottle Jones.
chair of the Michigan Women's Commission, who will address the topic of
influencing lawmakers on Feb. 1 at 4

p.m. in Room 150 Hutchins Hall.
Her presentation Is entitled "Legislation and Legislators: Who to Get
In and Who to Get Out:
Later lecturers include Mary
Gundrum. an attorney for the
Center for Constitutional RJghts.
and Cokie Roberts. a reporter and
commentator for ABC News and
Natioual Public Radio. Gundrum
and Roberts will speak about courtroom strategies for furthering goals
of the pro-choice movement. and
the national impact of the media's
abortion debate coverage, respectively, among other subjects.
A reception l.ri the Lawyers' Club
Lounge will follow each of the events.

Biden Speaks at Law School
Continued from Page One
pointment might swing the balance of the
Court. "It Is not Inappropriate for the
President to try to !change the balance of
the Court). But. that's historically when
the Senate says. 'O.K., Mr. President. me
too,·· and reviews the nomination more
rigorously, Blden said. He called the conftrmation process in such circumstances
·a referendum on the future." noting that
In some cases the Senate as a body of the
people might want to take the country in
the same direction as the President does.
Bork. however. "found himseU at odds
With some of the most fundamental ideas of
the American people - not on speci.Jlc cases.
but on !the basic concept of liberty in the
Constitution]." Blden said. He responded

to one audience member's question by
saying. lbe only people who question
privacy rights today are the intellectuals of
the Right. .. the American public has moved
beyond this debate. The only debate Itoday) is how far privacy rights should go.·
lbe basic concept of Uberty in the
constitution Is the major Issue on which
the Senate should focus· in giving advice
and possible consent to Supreme Court
nominations. Biden said.
lbe Uberty clause of the Constitution
became the single issue on which IBork's)
confirmation battlewasf~ught, • Biden said,
"and we will have s1m.ilar debates in the
United Stales Senate" on that issue in the
future. Blden asserted that "it's up to the
President to seek the advice of leaders of

both political parties in Congress: and to
consider that advice. along with the pro-

specUve nominee's Ideological detachment.
before submitting a name to Congress.

Aggressive and Experienced Attorney Representation
Consultation - Trial - Appeal
• Character and Fitness
• Fee ArbitratiOn
• Malpractice L•tigaiiOn

• Profess1onal M1sconduct
• Formation and Dissolution
• Expert Testimony

ROBERT H. GOLDEN & ARMAND D. KUNZ•
30555 Southfield Rd.. Southfield. Ml 48076
(313 } 645-2101
·~,

Srate ddt Genefal C:.unset & S:are Gr.evance ,AQm<fll.Slra:Ot
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Sports
1990 NFL Preview
By Jerry Pinn
Since I won't be here next year, I will briefly make my
predictions for next season.
In the A.F.C. East. the battle will once again be
between Buffalo and Indianapolis. Buffalo will win the
East once again because they have a better offense than
the Colts. and their d efense possesses great players in
Bruce Smith, Cornelius Bennett. and Shane Conlan. The
Colts still lack a quarterback. and Eric Dickerson will
prove more trouble than he Is worth. Miami Is a good team,
but they are Inconsistent. They should not beat out the
Bills. New England will be Improved with the return of key
players who sat out the 1989 season Injured. Grogan will
be the quarterback once again, but the Patriots are not
going anywhere. The NewYorkJets will improve slightly,
but they will not rise out of the cellar.
In the A. F. C. Central. Ctnclnnall will rebound from a
sub· par 1989, and win their dMslon. Sam Wyche. In my
optnlon, Is a very good coach. and he will lead the Bengals
to a 12·4 or 11· 5 first place finish . The Bengals will be the
best team tn the A. F. C. tn 1990. and the second best will
be Pittsburgh, yes Pittsburgh. The Steelers have a very
good offensive line. and Tim Worley will get over 1.000
yards. The Steelers will draft some wide receivers. and
Improve an already respectable defense. Bub by Brister is
a leader. and the Steelers will make the playoffs again.
Houston and Cleveland are both going to be good teams in
1990, but not good enough to make the playoffs. Both
could finish at 8-8 or even 9 -7, but they are teams on the
decline.
In the A.F.C. West, Denver will again will the dMsion,
but not without competition from Kansas City. The
Broncos will Improve an already solid team through the
draft, and will return to post-season with a chance to lose
their fifth Superbowl. Kansas City has a very good
defense, and a good ground attack with Okoye. Steve
Pelleur should be the quarterback. and the Chiefs will win
10 games for the first time In a long time, making the
playoffs. The Los Angeles Raiders may flnslsh 8-8 or 9-7,

but will miss the playoffs once again. San Diego will be an
Improved team. and may challenge In 1991. but Is not
ready to do It next year. They are a physical team which
needs to acquire two to three more talen ted players
through the draft. Seattle Is a team In decline. and 1990
could be Chuck Knox's last year with the Seahawks.
In theA. F.C. playoffs, Pittsburgh will beat Kansas City
In the wild card game, and will play Denver again . This
time. the Steelers will beat the Broncos a nd advance.
Cincinnati will beat Buffalo· and meet Pittsburgh In the
A.F.C. Championship game. The Bengals will be the
A. F. C.'s representative In Superbowl XX:V.
In the N.F.C. East, the New York Giants will prevail.
They will win the division because their massive offensive
line will move people off the ball. Mark Bavaro will be
healthy again, and catch 60 passes. The Giants backfield
will have Joe Monis and Otis Anderson. as we ll as a rookie
back, and the Giants' ground attack will be among the
league's best. The Giants' defense will be strong once
again, provided key players stay healthy. Phil Simms will
bounce back from a sub· par 1989 season because he will
not get banged up nearly as bad. In 1990, the Giants'
offensive line, with Maurice Carthon as the blocking back.
wtll prove to be the Giants' strength. whereas In the past
Is was the Giants' weakness. The Washington Redskins
will be dedicated to return to the playoffs after a two year
layoff, and they should make it. They will not be swept by
the Giants for a third consecutive year. The Redskins'
offense wtll be among the league's best once again, and I
look for an improved Redsklns' defense through the draft
and Plan B free a,l.!ent sl~nln~s. Philadelphia will still be a
good team, but they will not Improve much over 1989. and
I don't think they will make the playoffs. Phoenix still has
talen ted players, but they lack a seasoned quarterback.
and their defensive line Isn't very good. Dallas will be
Improved. but they are years away from challenging.
In the N.F.C. Central, 1990 will be Green Bay's year.
The Packers have an explosive offense. and with an

Improved defense. they should take their divison. Detroit
will fini sh second. provided they select offensive players in
the 1990 draft. Barry Sanders Is the best running back in
football. and the Lions' defense will earn the league's
respect. The Run and Shoot offense will be difficult for any
defense to stop so long as opposing defenses have to worry
about Sanders running draws. Minnesota still possesses
great talent. but they have made It to the playoffs too many
Urnes with nothing to show for it. This team will be
wracked with dissension in 1990. The Herschel Walker trade will not bear enough fruit to justify what the Vikings
gave up to get him. Players will mistru, t Vikinl!s· management. and the fans will second guess th ~: Viking< • oa<'hes.
Can anyone tell me why Jerry Bum~ 1s an N.f.L. head
coach? I still haven't been able to figure it out. Ch1cago
still has great players In Singletary, Dent. and Neil Anderson, but coach Dltka Is popularonly solongashewins. He
turns on his players too quickly. and undermines his
young players' confidence. This will be Ditka's last year
with the Bears, and Chicago will not make the playoffs.
Tampa Bay should be able to pull off some upsets. but they
won't be able to beat teams they have to to make it to the
playoffs, and they will finish with a losing record once
again.
In the N.F.C. West, there will be a battle between the
Los Angeles Rams and New Orleans Saints. That's right.
I don't expect San Francisco to even make the playoffs next
year. Why? Because success wlll spoil the 49·ers. Players
will get Injured and fru strated when opponents gear up to
play the defending champions every week. Teams will
devise schemes to press ure Montana. and he will start to
show the signs of age. Los Angeles should win the division
with their superb offense. New Orleans will also make the
playoffs, and although I respect John Fourcade, I do not
think he has enough talent to lead the Saints to the
division title. The 49'ers will finis h third at 10-6 or 9-7, and
miss the playoffs. Atlanta will be improved, especially on
See GIANTS, Page SEVEN

Martin Wins RG Football Contest
By Harold Hunter
Finally, the RG Bowl Prediction Contest Is over. And

the winner Is ... 1L Mike Martin! Mike can now venture
to the restaurant of our choice and scarf and swill to his
heart's content, oblivious to the tab (unle.s s It exceeds $40,
of course). 3L _Ray Lir.g, because of his second-place
finish, may do the same, although with a lighter appetite,
as he gets only a $20 freebie. 3L Jerry P1nn finished last
in the playoff and must settle for joining palms with the
RG's Paul Czamota (who claims to possess a nice. though
I suspect somewhat clammy, palm). A tempting eventual·
lty Indeed, wouldn't you agree? All parties should look
forward to Mr. Czamota contacting them to make arrangements for distributing the prizes. Thanks to all who
entered, and hail to the victors!

Now that the football season has concluded. I can shift
the gears in my demen ted brain and tum a bleary gaze toward college basketball. And what do I see through the
haze? One thing's for sure: WhUe I'll never mlss the daily
torture of white rice, green rice. braised rice. diced rice.
creamed rice, rice soup, brown rice, lasagna with rice, and
three-cheese rice spewed forth by our joke of a dtning
faclllty. Michigan surely misses Glen Rice. Sean Higgins,
you're no Glen Rice. In fact. he bears a greater resemblance to John Kennedy than he does to Glen Rice. Why,
you ask? Well. to date both Mr. Kennedy and Higgins
failed to exercise proper discretion in attempting to score.
and neither sports a strong record In the department ofdefense. While Rumeal Robinson Is. for my money, the best

all-around player In the country, he does need to involve
his teammates more In the offense. and he occasionally
unnecessarily rushes the action on fast breaks. Terry
Mills has been a pleasant surprise, and Is now becoming
a truly dominant force In the paint. However. both Terry
and Loy Vaught must avoid commiting stupid fouls early
in the action in big games, which often forces Robinson to
try to over-perform In their absence. I have watched all the
top teams perform this year. and only Georgetown and
Missouri can compare with Michigan's talen~ when the
Wolverines really want to play. However, that seems to
happen only about as often as I study, which wtll qearly
cost the Wolverines when the NCAA seeds the top teams
when tournament time rolls around.

Hunter's Top Guns- Basketball
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MISSOURI ·
KANSAS
SYRACUSE
GEORGETOWN
MICHlGA.~

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ARKANSAS
-PURDUE

DUKE
IlLINOIS
OKlAHOMA

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

LOUISVILLE
CONNECTICUT
LSU
UNLV
GEORGIA TECH

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

UCLA
OREGON ST.
MICHIGAN ST.
MINNESOTA
LaSAUE

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

NEW MEXICO ST.
ST. JOHNS
ARIZONA
INDIANA
NORm CAROLINA
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Features
While Avoiding Work
By Amy Blum
time - With all the accompanying pressures that that
Yes, it is pretty grey outside. Normal January-type entails - then the least our professors could do Is grade
cold weather has returned to Ann Arbor. The roadside them within some reasonable amount of time. One
snow is well on its way to turning completely black. Give proposal I'd vote for would be to make a rule that all grades
It another week or so.
not turned In by the Ides of March become "A's" by default.
The dining hall set out bagels with no cream cheese on The slackers would just have to s hape up. I've heard that
Saturday, and cream cheese with 110 bagels on Sunday. some think March 1 Is a more appropriate date. but I'm
So, what else Is new?
willtng to be a bit more lenient since this would never
Classes are. well. classes; and this year's set comes happen anyway. But hey, speculating about stuffll.ke this
long with the usual pile of required reading. Undone or. Is just another way ofavoiding doing anything productive.
• best. unfinished reading in my case. Another hopeful
If anyone who knows when other law schools get their
:w Year's promise down the drain. Of course. Manltsky grades would please pendaflex me with the information.
.iS not managed to keep up on his "shavtng resolution."
I'd be tnterested tn knowing. Maybe I could even milk a
either. (Watch it, Blum. Who do you think proofreads this follow-up article out oflt. I'm sure I'm not the only one With
stuff, anyway? -Features Editor) Also. I resolved to "keep an tnquirtng mind around here. Meanwhile, the grade
up with my classes at all times next semester· during board maintains its lingering. mostly empty. presence on
finals season last term, while under a great deal of stress the first floor of Hutchins Hall. About a week ago some
and the accompanying recriminations. So maybe that unknown bandit created a swirling Ouny of activity in
resolution doesn't really count after all.
front of the grade board by switching the grade sheets
Speaking offinals, since students had to take them on around a bit. Scary. no? All I can say Is "beware the Ides

of March."
On the brighter side of life, exciting advances in
modem technology have Jed to the achievement of the 30second fast food pizZa. Really, I read about it In USA
Today. Well, I find it a cheering thought. Pizza Is one of
the small things that give joy to even the gloomiest days in
life. I do not know what city this place Is in or even !fit has
opened for business yet. but it's named Pizza Express or
something like that. I'd vote for "Zap-A-Pie" but I doubt I'll
be consulted on it. Just wanted to let people know the good
things that have been happening outside the world of the
Law Quad. It's only a matter of time unW they have a
franchise on every comer and one's p1zza cra,ings ran be
assuaged instantaneously. Whataconrept! L1fe is getting
closer to the Jetsons every day-which is only right. since.
after all. this Is the 90's. Where are the space cars.
anyway? In other odd pizza tri•lla too important to be left
out. the Geppetto's pizza item list starts with almonds.
believe it or not. Beets. broccoli, butter. cabbage. and
turkey are also available. Just thtnk about it.

Giants to Win Superbowl XXV
Con tinu ed from Page Six
defense with rookie Keith McCants. but they are In the
N.F.L.'s toughest division, and will finish fourth.
In the N.F.C. playoffs. Washington will beat New Orleans tn the wild card game. The LA Rams will beat the
Red skins. The New York Giants will beat Green Bay and
play Los Angeles tn the N.F.C. Championship game. The
Giants Will prevail and meet Cincinnati In Superbowl XXV.
The New York Giants will win Superbowl XXV because

their offense will be their best since 1986. The offensive
ltne will weigh 1500 pounds and be talented and experienced. Mark Bavaro, Zeke Mowatt. and Maurice Carthon
will throw key blocks to sprtng Morris and Anderson. With
the return of Bavaro. and the double teams he draws,
Giants' receivers will get open. Phil Stmms will play better
than he did in 1989, or he will be replaced. On defense
Lawrence Taylor will tum In another Pro Bowl qualityyear.
as he realizes that he will only have a few more chances to

win another Superbowl. Marshall. Howard. and Dorsey
will be a quality defensive line. Banks, Reasons. and
Pepper Johnson are all very good linebackers. Dave
Meggett should also play a key role in the Giants' 1990
season. both retumtng kicks. and comtng out of the
backfield on third downs. Perhaps I am picking New York
to wtn it aU. in part. because I am a fanatical Giants' fan.
but I really do believe that next year will belong to Big Blue.

SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
1990 SUMMER LAW STUDY ABROAD
TOKYO, JAPAN
SEOUL. KOREA: June 13 • Au2ust 3
Emphasis on U.S.-Japanese trade. Courses in Japanese Legal Sys·
tem, International Business Transactions, Comparative Protection
of Intellectual Property and Korean Legal System. Internships
mostly with Japanese law firms or corporat e legal departments and
some with Korean law firms. Instruction by J apanese or Korean
professors and practitioners. Visits to governmental offices and
company legal departments.

OXFORD. ENGLAND: June 24 • Aytust 5
Students live in 15th century Oxford College and are taught by Oxford
Dons in the Oxford Tutorial Method. Course offerings include Jurisprudence, Legal History, Selected Problems, European Economic
Community Law, and various comparative courses in areas such as
Real Property, Civil Liberties, Administrative law and Torts. In
addition to the three unit tutorial courses, there are also several twounit lecture courses available. They include EngUsh Legal History,
American Legal History (1890 to the present). Comparative Criminal
Procedure, and Comparative British and American Employment Law.

GENEVA. SWITZERLAND

STRASBOURG. FRANCE: June 7 - J~
Emphasis on international human rights and public fnternational
law. Taught by recogn.lzed experts from around the world. In
cooperation wit h International Institute of Human Rights (Strasbourg). Courses on Sources of International Law, International
Organizations. Human Rights, Comparative Constitutional Law,
International Law in U.S. Courts and International Criminal Law &
Cooperation. Internship possibilities.
ALL COURSES ARE TAUGHT I'N ENGLISH. APPROVED BY THE
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION.
For a detailed brochure, contact:
Elizabeth Boylson
Institute of International &: Comparative Law, Law House
S&nta Clara University Law School
Santa Clara, CA 95053
(408) 15154-4162

HONG KONG: June 11 • Au2ust 3
Emphasis on trade and commercial relations between Hong Kong,
China and the rest of East Asia. Program held at the University of Hong
Kong. Practice component affords option of either a writing tutorial
or an internship with a Hong Kong law finn, corporate law office, or
government agency.
SINGAPORE/BANGKOK/ ASEAN: June 6 · July 27
Emphasis on the ~egal aspects of international investment and development in the countries ofthe Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN: Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia.• The PhWppinea.
Brunei) and their legal systems and cultures. Internships mostly with
SJ.ngapore law firms and some with Bangkok firms. At our disposal ue
the resources of the National Univenlty of Singapore, the Asian·
Paclftc Tu and Investment Reseuch Center, local and international
faculty of recognized expertise in the subject areas, and law offices
which deal in such matten on a dally bull.
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On Getting a Job
By Andrew Manitsky
Getting a job Is a science. Every s tep of the process Is
crucial. so here are a few tips on bow to maximJze your
chances of Impressing an employer:
0) The Resume. Lie, Ue,lle. It's not your fault that you
have no real work experience or substantial academic
distinctions. So make stuff up. After all. you could have
graduated summasuperduperlfyou wanted to. and that's
all that really matters. So it's not really a He, for it is merely
a contingent fact that you haven't graduated with highest
honors. and since one cannot be held morally accountable
for contingent facts (except In CrimJnal Law. of course).
then it is morally fine to Include It In your resume.
The paper you choose Is Important. Sure, there are
blues and browns and pinks, but these are cheesy and
impress no one. I tend to agree with my associate, Berg.
on the Issue of paper color: there are only 3 posslblliteswhlte. white derivatives. and gray derivatives (or even
·grey· derivatives. If you can afford them).
Fonts are tricky. "Times Roman" Is, of course. very
touching. but I often find myself seduced by the more
sensitive "Palatino. • And there are times when "Helvetica•
and "New Century Schoolbook" will do the trick. "Courier" strikes me as just a little too crass, although I must
confess a secret respect and admiration for those who
swear by lt. Whichever font you choose, be sure to use
plenty ofbold and italics, for they suggest professlonallsm
and confidence.
(II) The Mailings. Sure, send out resumes with
appropriate cover letters. Everyone knows that. The trick
Is to distinguish yourself from the hundreds of thousands.
the millions upon billions ofletters that each finn receives
every minute. There are several ways one can do this:
(I) Try the "sweepstakes approach." Put on the front

Science Facts ...
By Chris Simonich
Another SuperBowl Is history. The Broncos sure
could have used some help: Ifthey had a running back
that could jump as well as a cticket. he could score
from the 40 yard line in a single leap!
But I doubt If that would have been enough. The
answer? A human-size beetle. A beetle that size could
pull a 25-ton load! (And be wouldn't even need a
helmet.)

of each envelope the words: "YOU MAY HAVE ALREADY
HIRED A UNIVERSI1Y OF MICHIGAN LAW STUDENT.
DETAILS INSIDE.. ..• You could even affix a snaps hot of
Ed McMahon, just to make it official.
(2) Try the "cbaln-letter technique" as a way of getting
in touch with thousandsofflnns, while spending very little
money. Enclose with your resume a chain letter which
reads:
"Please make 10 copies of this Jetter and resume and
send it to 10 law finns. If you do not break the chain, you
will receive many rewards: Whlte & Case didn't break the
chain, and the courts granted all of their motions to
dismiss. Conversely, ifyou break the chain, you will have
bad luck. Skadden. Arps broke the chain. and their fourth
quarter profits were down.·
(3) Try the "subliminal method.· Finns receive so
many letters that they are unlikely to notice a small change
in their name. For example, instead of writing "Skadden.
Arps. Slate. Meagher. and Flom." I wrote "Skadden. Arps,
Slate, Manitsky, and Flom." Maybe they'll get the hint.
(III) The Interview. First, don't be afraid to be
physical with your Interviewer. Put your ann around him.
Slap him in the back of the head. Give him a friendly
punch in the old gut. He'll respect you for it. Second. don't
be intimidated If you're questioned about one of the shaky
cr~enUals you've listed on your resume. When asked.
"What did you do for Senator so-and-so when you worked
for her?". simply respond the way you would In class:
"Pass.· Of course. don't get earned away with the Idea of
thinking you're in class. For example. try not to fall asleep
during the interview. (They hate that.) But if you absolutely must catch a quick ·power n~p. • then you should
certainly follow standard classroom procedure: s imply put
you hand overyoureyes as If you're deep In thought. Just
don't snore or dribble.
(IVl The Response. Most (If not alll of the responses
you receive will be "dings.· Several things should be noted
here. First. there are two main types of ding letters: (1)
Procedural Dings (2) Substantive Dings. Procedural Dings
are the most common: "Whlle you have an impressive
resume, we do not hire first-years." This Is a procedural
ding, for you are being dismissed out of hand-as a matter
of procedure- simply for your first-year s tatus. Very
often. however. a Procedural Ding Is really a Substantive
Ding in euphemistic clothtng (whatever that means). The
Substantive Ding-the more brutal ding-Is not value·
n eutral. Rather, It Is a judgment-based rejection. loaded

Law in the Raw
HELPI IIIIIIIIII Law in the Raw Is facing extinction.
Unless someone volunteers to help write these ever-so·
v.rttty stories. Law in the Raw will be gone next semester.
Then what will you read during Trusts & Estates? If
you've got a s pare hour per week (and even Ifyou don't).
if you need some resume filler, If you want to make
yourself more attractive to the opposite sex or just want
to see If you can sUll write, drop over to the RG or drop a
note ln my pendatlex. Do it TODAY! Don't fall victim to
the Chicago School and the free-rider problem. Think
globally, act lccally1 A mind Is a tertible thing to waste,
happy campers!

Sticka a: Stones
Spitting at, stomping on, and defacing a picture of a
soccer player may be "juvenile. Impolite or disrespectful."
but the Colorado Court of Appeals ruled that it Isn't
enough to sue over.
The Appeals Court, in a 3-0 decision, rejected fonner
Denver Avalanche soccer player Adrian Brooks' claims
for defamation and outrageous conduct against Woodrow
Paige Jr.. now a general columnist for the Denver Post.
The dispute stems from Paige's actions on a May 2,
1982 television show. Paige was talking-about Brooks.

with Ideas about who you are as a lawyer and a person.
Second. the Procedural Ding Is clearly preferable ~0
the Substantive Ding. although it's not always easy to differentiate between the two. Generally speaking. however.
dings themselves are pretty simple to recogniZe. T he
challenge Is to see how fast you can recogniZe them. If you
see the words ·unfortunately" or "'we regret" or ·second
and third-year recruitment went so well that. ... ·or words
like "loser· or "you must be crazy" or "it'll be a cold day in
hell." then you've got the prtmafaciecase for a ding-letter.
And one New York finn. which shall remain nameless
(Roberts & Ho!Jand), began their letter to me with: ·oear
Mr. Maritsky" (note the ·r· ins tead of the "n"). ~eedless to
say. the news was not good.
Well. those are my tips. but I suggt:::.l you lake them
with_a grain of salt. I sUll haven't found a ;:,ummer job.
I am Indebted to my colleagues for lhclf hdplul suggesllons; I am espt"dally
ptc~l

to Doug Rlngel John Blood. Grrl( A.-o,-as. and K.rn ·o:c ~an· llcl:CT
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By Colin Zick

who was then having a contract dispute with the Ava·
lanche. During the show, a Ufe-slze photograph of Brooks
In unlfonn was on the set. Paige said, "If the guy's gonna·
back out on our favorite team. .. to h ell with him! His
picture shouldn't be on this set." Paige later took the
photograph, drew a moustache and beard on it. spat u pon
It, and laid It on the floor and jumped on it.
Brooks. watching the show at home, claimed to have
suffered emotional distress. became unable to sleep. and
lost confidence in his ability. (Or so he said tn h is lawsuit.)
The trial judge granted a motion by Paige's lawyer to
dismiss three defamation claims before trial. and at the
close of Brooks' main case, the last two claims were
dismissed.
In uphcldlng the dismissals, the Court ofAppeals said
that Brooks' s tatements were enliUed to constitutional
protection u nder the First Amendment, despite Brooks'
contention that Paige's behavior was "more than speech."
Na, nat
Chicago nibune

Patterson's Pedlglee Pooch Pained
The owner of a pedigreed poodle has filed a $50,000
suit In a Dade County. Florida, court against a grooming

I

l

salon for allegedly burning her pet with a blow drye r.
The suit may be the first In Florida to raise the issue
of whether a human can obtain compensation for the
pain and suffering of a pet. says Miami attorney David
H. Zoberg, who represents the dog owner. Margie Patter·
son. Previous awards have been limited to the value of
the animal or its purchase price.
The case arose when Patterson took her pet to the
Doggie Den to be groomed. According to Patterson. the
6 year old poodle was left in a small cage connected to
a large commercial blow dryer. causing severe bums
over most of its body. The pet underwent extensive
surgery but remains scarred. The plain tifT seeks atleast
$25.000 compensation for the animal's pain and suffer·
ing (including $1.000 for its treatment} and $25,000 In
punitive damages.
Insight. February 27, 1989

Nevada: On the Cutting Edge
The Nevada Legislature Is considering the repeal of
laws prohibiting the use of Drano without a permit and
the practice of tiding on horseback across a toll bridge.
Syracuse Herald-American

